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learned how to find the Big Dipper and the North Star. I asked Dad if there 
were any Jewish constellations. He didn’t know of any. We made up our 
own. We found a menorah, Judah Maccabee and a bunch of stars we called 
the Matzah Ball.

On Saturday night the Wongs 
came to dinner in our sukkah. 
Then Justin and I got to sleep 
out in the sukkah. We used the 
telescope, and I showed him 
the Big Dipper and the Matzah 
Ball. We told some very funny 
jokes and stayed up real late. The 
sukkah was the best idea I ever 
had. Justin thought so, too. He 
asked his parents if they could 
have a sukkah. He said that they 
said “No.” I bet you they said  
“A sukkah isn’t a Chinese thing 
to do.”

My name is Ethan Kahn. This year was the first time that my 
family ever built a sukkah. They built it because I made them do 

it. It was my idea. I told my parents they had to do it. When I 
asked, I didn’t really want a sukkah. It was just my way of 

getting even.

Last December we went over to my friend 
Justin Wong's house. They are Chinese, 
not Jewish. We helped them decorate their 
Christmas tree. It was fun to hang all 
the colored lights. I dropped one of the 
silver balls and it got smashed, but they 
had extra. Justin and I got into a tinsel 
war. He had tinsel hanging from his 

glasses. I had tinsel down the back of my 
shirt. My sister Rachel told our parents. 

We had to pick up all the tinsel and 
put it back on the tree. When we 

got home I asked my parents, "Can 
we have a tree, too?" They said "No." 
Then they said, "It is not a Jewish 

thing to do."

This year in Hebrew school we learned 
all about Sukkot. Our teacher said that 

Jewish families build their own sukkah. They 
eat in it and even sleep in it. Our synagogue builds a 

sukkah in the courtyard. The Jewish Center builds one, too. Once we went 
and helped decorate it. I strung popcorn and helped to paint a big picture. 
But I don’t know anyone who had a sukkah at home.

by Joel Lurie Grishaver

Sukkot III: Our First Sukkah
The Whole-School Holiday Curriculum

Look at the stars through the 
skhakh in the sukkah.  
Come up with your own 
constellations!

What do Jewish people do inside 
a sukkah?
Why do we decorate a sukkah? What 
kinds of decorations do we use?
What special things did Ethan’s 
family do inside the sukkah?
What type of rituals does your 
school or family do inside your 
sukkah?For 
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I thought it would be fun to ask for a sukkah. If my parents said no to a 
tree because it wasn’t a thing that Jews do, they had to say yes to a sukkah 
because it is a Jewish thing. I asked, “Can we have a sukkah?” My father 
said “No.” I said, “Jews don’t decorate trees, but they do decorate a sukkah.” 
My mother said, “It would be educational.” Rachel said, “We live in an 
apartment. There is no place to put a sukkah.” I said, “What about the roof?” 
To my surprise, my father said, “Good idea.” Right away we all raced up to 
the roof. We found a perfect spot.

My mother called the rabbi and found out how to build a sukkah. My father 
and I went to the lumber yard. I asked Mrs. Wong if we could borrow their 
strings of colored lights. On Sunday we carried everything up to the roof and 
started building. My mother cut all the wood. She wouldn’t let me use the 
electric saw. My father stood on the ladder and nailed all the pieces together. 
My sister got to hold things for my father. I got to go up and down the stairs 
about fifty times. Whenever someone needed something, I had to go down 
and get it.

On Monday afternoon a truck from the park department dropped off some 
branches for the roof. I spent all afternoon carrying them upstairs. Monday 
night we decorated our sukkah. We had pumpkins and grapes and these 
things called gourds. We hung strings of popcorn and cranberries. Rachel 
brought the bird’s nest she found at summer camp. She put it on the sukkah’s 
roof. My mother hung packages of seeds. She said, “I always wanted to be a 
farmer.” My father went down into the basement and took out his telescope. I 
didn’t even know he had a telescope. He said, “The rabbi said you had to see 
stars through the roof.” He also hung a star map on one of the sukkah walls. 
I took out the colored lights I borrowed from the Wongs. Rachel said, “Our 
sukkah looks weird.” I thought it was beautiful. We had the only sukkah in 
the world built around a television antenna. It stuck out of the sukkah’s roof.

On the first night of Sukkot we had a big dinner. Gramps and Nana came. 
I had to help Nana up the steps. We lit the candles, but the wind blew them 
out. It was a little cold, but we put on blankets and hugged each other. I 
sat on Gramps’ lap inside his big sweater. We played a game where we 
pretended that our sukkah was in the middle of the desert. We pretended 
that we were the Jews who escaped from Egypt. Nana told us all about the 
Promised Land.

On the second night of Sukkot the rabbi came over. He told us that our 
sukkah was real “kosher.” He brought us a gift, our own etrog and lulav. He 
showed us how to shake them and say all the blessings. 

On the third night of Sukkot it rained. The women didn’t want to eat in the 
sukkah. Dad and I made these real big sandwiches. They were too big for me 
to bite all at once. We put on boots and raincoats and ate in the sukkah under 
Dad’s golf umbrella.

On the fourth night of Sukkot we invited my whole Hebrew school class to 
come for dinner in a real sukkah. I was very proud. We played this game 
where we dressed up as famous Jews like Abraham and Esther and visited 
the people in the sukkah.

On Friday night we had Shabbat in our sukkah. After supper Dad showed 
us how to use the telescope. We looked at the moon, Jupiter and the stars. I 
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